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Demographic, Financial and Community Profile

PART A: ABOUT OUR PEOPLE
Knox United Church is an open neighbourhood church with a long history of inclusiveness.
Located on the west side of Vancouver near the University of British Columbia, it is in the
Kerrisdale neighbourhood, and has strong ties also with adjacent Dunbar.
Our heritage comes from the Presbyterian Church; Knox has existed for over 100 years.
Our congregation could perhaps best be described as warm and collegial with many close
friendships and many very caring and committed people.
There are 126 people on the roll with average Sunday attendance of sixty-six people. Our
congregation has a range of ages, which includes, but is not limited to:






9 Children and young people, 19 years or younger
9 Adults, 20 – 49 years old
9 Adults, 50 – 59 years old
38 Adults, 60 – 79 years old
18 Adults, 80 years of age and older

Many congregants grew up in the neighbourhood, and many others have lived in the
neighbourhood for years. Others, who continue to attend Knox, have moved away from the
neighbourhood; they see Knox as a destination church.
Many of us live in single-family homes while others live in strata-title units, apartments and
retirement homes.
Working members of the congregation are in office
administration, health and social services, education, and
business sectors.
We have a strong and dedicated choir of twenty members, led
by a choir director, an organist and a pianist who, with the
choir, lead us in Sunday worship.
We understand that the focus of our ministry is shifting
towards our new Vision and Mission, established October 2013.
We are clear about our vision and purpose, and have
developed, or are developing, the skills and gifts to convert our
vision into reality. We are excited and optimistic about our
new directions.
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PART B: OUR TANGIBLE ASSETS
Our governance structure can be described as having a Board which, along with the Minister,
has overall authority for the life and work of Knox. The Board has eight members, and generally
has seven or eight in attendance at every meeting.
Knox has committees and teams which are responsible for particular aspects of our
congregational life: Worship and Education, Pastoral Care, Outreach and Service Networks,
Facilities and Property Maintenance, Finance and Stewardship, Building, Communication, and
Board of Trustees.

Our Church Buildings
This section describes Knox as it is today. Within the next twelve to eighteen months, there
will be a new fellowship building constructed to replace the existing facility. A description of
the new building is set out under the heading Our Finances.
We have a beautiful sanctuary and a chapel, which are over sixty years old. In addition, we
have a Fellowship Centre and a gymnasium. Our sanctuary holds 300 people. It is wheel-chair
accessible and has handicapped washroom facilities.
There is a choir room upstairs in the Sanctuary building and a vestry room adjoining the
sanctuary, used occasionally for meetings and as a place for individuals to gather before
weddings or memorial services.
Knox has a gymnasium attached to its Fellowship Centre. It is used by various Knox and
neighbourhood groups, and to house our community lunches, congregational meetings and
fundraising events.
The Fellowship Centre houses the lounge,
which contains a small library, the Minister’s
office, the adjoining Church Secretary’s
office, a youth lounge / meeting room,
washrooms, and a kitchen. A third-party
operated preschool functions in a dedicated
space, which can also be used for many
other purposes. The Fellowship Centre is
the location for coffee time following Sunday
service, Rip and Stitch gatherings, and many
other meetings.
The Gymnasium, the Fellowship Centre and
the Sanctuary are all used to generate rental income from outside groups; in addition they are
used to house neighbourhood groups, such as Alanon, Cubs, Brownies and others.
Administrative Support
The Church Secretary works twenty-five hours per week with the office equipment necessary to
do the work, including recently implemented church operating system software.
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The Church Officer is responsible for many of the facilities
operations including wedding and memorial occasions.
The part-time Maintenance person maintains and cleans the
facilities.
Congregation members, retired ministers, pulpit supply and
others exercise leadership when the minister is tending to other
duties or on vacation.
Knox has a Ministry and Personnel Committee. There are four
members on this committee. They meet monthly, and one or
more members have attended M&P training events in the past
three years.

Communications Committee
Knox advertises events and services in the local neighbourhood paper and magazine.
We have a website, www.knoxunitedvancouver.org, which is maintained on a contract basis.
The website attracts attention to us, promotes both our events and those of churches we are
affiliated with, showcases Knox ministries with photos and news stories, and provides detailed
information about rentals to the public. The website platform has recently been updated. It is
responsive to all screen sizes and mobile friendly.
The Knox Facebook page is in the early stages of rehabilitation. At the present time, Knox does
not engage with any other social media such as Twitter, Google +, LinkedIn, SnapChat or
Pinterest.

PART C: ABOUT OUR FINANCES
Maintaining Knox’s financial position has been challenging in recent years because of declining
membership. The sale of a portion of the church land (see below) will see Knox earn significant
amounts of investment income, so our financial position today is not reflective of the more
secure position in which we hope to find ourselves in 2014 and beyond.
Our 2013 Revenue Sources

Revenue Source

Percentage

Congregational givings

$143,000

49%

Rental of premises

$ 40,000

13%

Bequests

$100,000

33%

Fundraising activities

$ 10,000

3%

Programs

$ 4,000

1%

Special appeals

$ 2,500

1%

$293,500

100%
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Our Financial Reserves
We have sufficient reserves in the bank to permit us to cover more than three months’
activities and expenses in the event of an emergency.

Our Financial Accountability
A congregation member conducts a review of our financial statements, and we will engage the
services of an external accountant to conduct an audit of our 2013 financial statements.
Our statistics compiled from our submissions to the United Church of Canada for the past five
years show:
Line in Year Book

2013

2012

2011

2010

No. attending Sunday
Worship

40

66

80

75

70

No. of regular givers

18

81

85

114

129

40

$258,000

$242,000

$229,000

$237,000

5

90

114

100

159

$ expended for pastoral
charge operations
No. of households under
Pastoral care

Our financial statements for the past three years are available on request.
A Comment on financial position of Knox
In December 2012, the Board of Trustees signed an agreement for the sale of a portion of
Knox’s land with Hon Towers of Kerrisdale Ltd. conditional upon terms of subject removals. The
consideration is a large sum of cash together with an agreement that the purchaser will
construct, at no cost to Knox, a new Fellowship building with fifty-two underground parking
stalls. To date, February 10, 2014, the Developer has paid Knox $100,000. An additional
$100,000 is due in mid-February. In December 2014, an additional payment of $500,000 is
scheduled to be paid. The balance of the proceeds is scheduled to be paid in 2014 - 2015.
Those proceeds will be invested, with a relatively small portion being used to furnish the new
Fellowship Hall and to upgrade the sanctuary exterior in order to obtain heritage status from
the City of Vancouver.
Knox conservatively estimates it will generate sufficient investment income from the
proceeds of sale to:




fund the operating deficit;
pay the salaries and other costs related to hiring new ministerial and part-time staff;
and
fund additional outreach and other programs, as contemplated in Knox’s Vision &
Mission Statement and New Directions.
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PART D: ABOUT OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD
Knox United Church is located in the Kerrisdale neighbourhood, but has close ties with the
Dunbar neighbourhood to its west. It is also close to the Southlands neighbourhood and the
Musqueam Native Band lands to the south-west.
The Kerrisdale neighbourhood is a middle class neighbourhood sitting on the west side of
Vancouver. It boasts fifty heritage structures and the ambiance of the area is one of refined
elegance with quiet tree-lined streets and single-family homes. The core of the neighbourhood
is a commercial village, with clinics, businesses, a community centre, library, and shops. Around
this core are low and high rise apartments. The neighbourhood has a combination of private
and public schools, parks and recreational facilities. Kerrisdale is well served by a transit system
that has frequent buses to UBC, downtown Vancouver, the airport, and other local
neighbourhoods.
Kerrisdale is a large aging neighbourhood; it has high property values and a significant number
of recently immigrated Asian families.
The Dunbar neighbourhood is a middle class neighbourhood as well, almost completely
comprised of quiet tree-lined streets and single-family homes. Its commercial area is smaller
than Kerrisdale’s, with a community centre, library, businesses and shops.
The Southlands neighbourhood is the last area of Vancouver zoned for agriculture, and has a
unique character as a result. Properties are typically larger than the Vancouver norm, and are
used as horse farms and riding businesses, nurseries, and single-family homes. Several golf
courses are located in Southlands. The Musqueam lands adjoin Southlands, the Dunbar
residential area and UBC. The Musqueam band has historically fished salmon on the Fraser
River, which borders on one side of its property; the Musqueam are a prosperous band, owning
golf courses and other parcels of land within Metro Vancouver.
The following websites contain detailed information about our neighbourhoods:
www.kerrisdaleinsider.com
www.dunbarcentre.org

www.kerrisdaleecc.com
www.knoxunitedvancouver.org

Other faith communities within our neighbourhood:





Kerrisdale Presbyterian Church
St. Mary’s Anglican Church
Trinity Baptist Church
Ryerson United Church






Living Word Chinese Baptist Church
St. John the Apostle Roman Catholic
Temple Shalom - Reform
St. George’s Greek Orthodox Cathedral

We have close ties with the following faith communities:


The Westside Churches Initiative, which includes 5 United Church congregations: West
Point Grey, Dunbar Heights, University Hill, Knox and Trinity / Heartwood Community
Café. The congregations are dedicated to working closely, and are committed to
supporting each other while watching for God-given opportunities for the spirit at work
in our neighbourhoods.

 First United Mission in the downtown Eastside of Vancouver.
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Ministry and Mission Profile
Name of Local Ministry Unit:

Knox United Church

Address of Local Ministry Unit:

5600 Balaclava Street, Vancouver BC

Website Address of Local Ministry Unit:

www.knoxunitedvancouver.org

A Brief Description of Local Ministry:
Knox is an open neighbourhood church with a long history of inclusiveness. Located in
Vancouver’s Kerrisdale neighbourhood, it also has strong ties with adjacent Dunbar. Over the
years, as Knox members have moved outside the immediate area, it has been evolving towards
a destination church.
Knox’s Vision, Mission, Values and New Directions:
“And what does God require of you but to do justice,
to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your God?” - Micah 6:8
OUR VISION: The winds of the Spirit are blowing us in new directions! Along the way,
 Jesus is our compass
 Song fills our sails
 Worship and prayer sustain us
 Love and care support us in rough waters
OUR MISSION: Pushing off from the familiar shores of the past, we journey forward,
experiencing the Holy, seeking justice, and comforting the lonely.
OUR VALUES:






Faith in action – in our community, and abroad
Mutual respect and neighborliness
Integrity and authenticity
Justice, compassion and healing
Laughing and playing together

OUR NEW DIRECTIONS:
 Worship
 Music
 Wisdom and Aging
 Being a good neighbour
 Exploring Faith
OUR INVITATION: Bring your songs, energy, and imagination – and join us on this journey!
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About Our New Directions:
During its Interim Ministry time, Knox congregants and leaders have collaborated to develop a
new Vision. Building on the Biblical Passage from Micah, our Vision Statement starts with the
words: “The Winds of the Spirit are blowing us in new directions”. Those words present a
challenge to the congregation and our leaders: to take risks, move from the present, encourage
in each other a willingness to change, and be open to new members and ways.
The New Directions identified in this report reflect the work of the congregation as of the end
of 2013. We are seeking ways to embody the Vision by testing new ideas and implementing
New Directions. Focus groups are meeting in January 2014 to develop more specific goals, and
to clarify the operating definitions and understandings of our New Directions. Then we will
take the next steps in the implementation process.
During the Interim Ministry, we held more than fifty individual conversations and many group
discussions, presentations and events with the Congregation. These provided us with
numerous suggestions regarding future directions for Knox. For the purpose of this Report,
many of these suggestions have been included as Preliminary suggestions in each section.
We expect that the Knox community, and its leaders, will need to be flexible in experimenting
with new endeavours.

This is who we are as a Local Ministry Unit:
Faith Formation and Christian Education
Our Vision: We acknowledge an unknown future and are pushing off from familiar shores as
God calls us. With Jesus as our compass, we seek experiences of the Holy, desire to learn and
grow in faith with integrity and authenticity.
Our New Direction: Exploring Faith


Worship is central to our community life, and thoughtful sermons are important for
many. We worship weekly on Sunday mornings. A contemplative service of prayer and
song occurs on Tuesday evenings.



Additionally, we have discussion groups, usually focusing on a topic, book or series.
These typically meet weekly during fall and spring and are of variable length.

Knox members place a high value on exploring their faith. We seek
to be Biblically knowledgeable and articulate in our experiences of
the Holy. We also respect the religions of our neighbours and strive
to seek knowledge and understandings of other faiths and those
who practice them.
Members have expressed a desire for more consistent study
sessions, and for deeper knowledge of the Bible. English is a
challenge for some members. Some members have a strong sense
of spirituality, while others struggle to express their experience, or
say they have limited experience.
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Specific goals built on Our New Directions are to be developed further in the next 2 months
through a series of forums with the congregation and follow-up work with congregational
ministry teams. Preliminary ideas include:


revisit Christian faith stories and tenets



continue to build up knowledge and familiarity with the Bible



put Christianity in context with other faiths, and build on respect for God’s work within
other religions



build/enrich individual experience of the Holy



develop and encourage individual and congregational spiritual practise and disciplines



Opportunities for regular study and reflection are important to the life of the Knox
community. Additional and consistent opportunities for faith exploration are wanted.

Community Outreach and Social Justice
Our Vision: We seek justice, love kindness, and comfort the lonely. Our Values: We highly
value faith in action, and have a long history of community activities. At present we feel
challenged to continue some ministry programs with limited resources.
Our New Direction: Learn and grow in faith
Our present activities include:









Community Lunch, a monthly meal event feeding ±seventy-five people, which builds
relationships with a regular group of attendees;
Healing Touch, a biweekly activity of energy work known to support the healing of the
body and spirit;
Supporting many activities of First United Church mission, with several members
participating directly there in various ways. We give packaged food weekly, and have a
small group which prepares sandwiches for distribution, in monthly rotation with other
churches;
Individuals from time to time bring other issues of social justice to the attention of the
congregation members for their consideration;
We offer dedicated space for Little People Preschool, Cubs
and Brownies, karate, a small musical theatre group for
children and youth, Alanon and Alateen;
In the recent past we put on a twice-yearly Spiritual Spa
event, which supported individual spirituality in a
contemplative program. We hope to do this again in the
future.

In the near future there are plans to redevelop a portion of our site,
with a new fellowship centre for Knox United Church and a multiunit housing development adjacent. The immediate neighbours are
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not looking forward to this disruption, so we will have to work to mitigate its impact and rebuild positive relationships with our closest neighbours.
Specific goals related to new ministry possibilities and compatible with Our New Directions are
to be developed over the next several months. Preliminary ideas include:






Knox’s life and work also includes our neighbours. Knox does not exist solely for itself.
Build deeper relationships with all users of our facilities.
Knox is located in a neighbourhood which historically has drawn from English heritage
and traditions. In recent years, new members of the neighbourhood have been tending
to be immigrants from Asia. Many of these people are looking for ways to settle into
their new nation and culture and see church as a potential way to do this.
Life in the Knox community is enriched, in recent years, by the arrival of Asian
immigrants. Leadership in attracting and providing spiritual nurture for our new
neighbours needs to be a focus of the congregation.

Denomination and Communities
Our Vision: Seek justice, love kindness, and comfort the lonely. Our
Values: love and care for one another, mutual respect,
neighbourliness, laughing and playing together.
Our New Directions: Being a good neighbour.
For the last three years or so, we have been working with four other
Vancouver churches, in what is being called the Westside Churches
Initiative, to determine ways to collaborate and be mutually
supportive. Shared education in Pastoral Care and Discipleship are
two areas of significant collaboration and support.






Faith formation and study events are open to participants from all the congregations.
The Seniors’ Working Group provides mutual support and educational opportunities for
those who provide pastoral care in congregations and within their families.
Camp Spirit takes place over the summer for the young ones of all the congregations
who are encouraged to participate.
Joint worship services are shared between congregations.
The clergy of the five congregations meet for mutual support and encouragement.

Other activities include:



Men’s Breakfast has been meeting together on a regular basis for more than ten years,
with members from Knox and Dunbar Heights United churches.
Opera Preview; a lecture series, offered by a member of our congregation, on each of
the operas being presented by the Vancouver Opera Society.

Specific goals built on Our New Directions are to be developed further in the next several
months.
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Leadership
Our Vision: Love and care of one another, Jesus is our compass, integrity and authenticity
guide our communications.
We govern ourselves by the following committees and ministry teams:




Church Board, Ministry & Personnel, Worship & Education, Communications,
Stewardship & Finance, Facilities & Property Maintenance, Building (new), Board of
Trustees, Pastoral Care, Ministry teams and Outreach and Service Networks.
For the last two years, along with the Interim Minister, the Transition Team has been
facilitating the emergence of a new Vision, Mission, Priorities (New Directions) and
Values. The Transition Team is now sharing leadership with the Church Board in
exploring goals for each of the priorities and new directions.

We have had some challenges in our leadership in recent years, due in part to a weakly
developed governance structure and resulting lack of clarity of roles, responsibilities and
authorities. Our communication style can be indirect, sometimes, rather than straightforward.
The Interim Minister and Transition Team have been working with the leadership and
congregation on these issues. That being said, we have many very talented and dedicated
people and a strong bond of community love to draw upon.
We have two staff changes coming up: our Organist is retiring in June (our Choir Director
remains), and our long-standing Church Secretary will be retiring in two years.
Specific goals related to staffing and built on Our New Directions are to be developed further in
the next several months.

Pastoral Care
Our Vision: Love and care for one another, love kindness, comfort the
lonely. Our New Directions: Wisdom and Aging.
We value our senior members and wish to support them. Our Pastoral
Care group works with the minister to do so. We are indeed
welcoming and committed to the care of our members. We seek to
grow in our ability to be inclusive across generations and cultures.







Because the sanctuary is a beautiful space, we have a large
number of weddings, typically for people outside of our
congregational community.
Memorial Services; for our members and for those outside the community.
Healing Touch
Spiritual Spa
Families and Youth: We have few young people and are struggling to learn how we can
integrate them more fully into the life of the congregation.
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The vast majority of our congregation is comprised of individuals
over sixty-five years of age. These are the people who primarily
bring their younger family members (particularly grandchildren)
to church events. A strong emphasis of Knox’s mission includes a
focus on these grandparent sages and their familial relationships.
They are the bearers of faith for the young ones.
Wisdom and Aging is one of the New Directions, to be developed
further in the next two months, into goals for the congregation
and newcomers. Preliminary ideas include:




We honour the wisdom of people of all ages. We seek to respond with respect to young
people (wisdom is found at all ages).
Allow and encourage active involvement without assumptions of capability due to age
or traditional roles.
We seek to enrich the lives of those in later years.

Spirituality and Self-Care within your Local Ministry Unit
Our Vision: Jesus is our compass; we seek experience of the Holy, to learn and grow in faith,
with integrity and authenticity. We acknowledge an unknown future: we are pushing off from
familiar shores as God calls us.
Our Values: Love and care for one another, mutual respect, neighbourliness, laughing and
playing together.
Our New Directions: Being a good neighbour.
Our present activities include:






Tea Time Talk with the Minister is a monthly gathering for seniors, to hear from the
minister and to socialize together.
Prayer and Share is a long-standing group recently restarted after a hiatus of two years.
It meets monthly for discussion and prayer. At this point it is primarily a women’s group
(by happenstance rather than design).
Men’s Breakfast meets regularly, with members of Dunbar Heights United.
Spiritual Spa: In the last two years, our resources have been too stretched to continue
this program.

Specific goals related to Our New Directions are to be developed further in the next two
months.
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Worship
Our Vision: Jesus is our compass; Song fills our sails; we seek
experiences of the Holy, to learn and grow in faith, with integrity and
authenticity. We acknowledge an unknown future: we are pushing off
from familiar shores as God calls us. Our New Direction: Worship and
Music.
Worship is central to our community life and thoughtful sermons are
important for many. We worship weekly on Sunday mornings. A prayer
and song service occurs on Tuesday evenings.
Our form of worship is fairly consistent and traditional at present. We follow the lectionary and
the liturgical seasons. We have a choir, and our primary instruments are organ and piano. We
integrate other instruments when appropriate and available. We love music and tend to sing
often and a variety of music whenever we can during the service. Our style of worship suits us
and we are also open to trying new things.
Specific goals built on Our New Directions for Worship and Music are to be developed further in
the next few months. Preliminary ideas include:
















Broaden the style of worship to offer something new without abandoning elements we
hold dear.
Forge a strong connection between music and worship. A new minister should have a
strong appreciation of the role of music in various worship settings. The Meditative
Music following the sermon holds universal appeal.
Invite speakers of other denominations and faiths to share their beliefs with us that we
might learn with them.
Don’t expect to have the same minister to lead all our worship services: lay people,
other ministers with gifts to share, and guest speakers may speak from the pulpit.
Sermons should be intellectually challenging and scripture-based.
We will explore worship at other times and other locations if there is a call to do so.
Knox honours the children and young people who attend Sunday services. Expanding
the numbers in these groups is important, yet not the only focus for a new minister.
Foster stronger connections and a supportive response to the efforts of the five
Westside United Churches Initiative to strengthen the presence of the United Church on
the west side of Vancouver, which includes the UBC neighbourhood.
The people of Knox are open to a broadening of musical experiences.
Invite guest musicians to offer broader musical appeal.
Continue piano and organ and invite guests to play these instruments.
Host musical events.
Seating configuration may limit the types of worship in which we are able to engage.
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Ministry Position Description

Start Date:

July 1, 2014

Position Title:

Lead Minister

Position Profile:

Full-time & Solo

Note:

This position description is written at a time when the congregation is
defining how its ministry priorities will be reflected in future
congregational activities. As a result, responsibilities and priorities
related to this position may evolve over time. Additional leadership roles
may be considered as the ministry of Knox expands.

Position Summary:
We seek an ordained or diaconal Minister.
The Minister at Knox United Church is a Minister of word, sacrament, education and pastoral
care:






The Minister inspires and assists the congregation in embarking on a new journey with
Jesus as our compass, as stated in our vision.
The Minister, in cooperation with the Church Board and ministry groups, is a leader
responsible for the overall life and work of Knox United Church.
The Minister works in collaboration and cooperation with the Church Board and ministry
groups. In personnel matters, the Minister works with the Ministry and Personnel
Committee, supporting the staff and promoting collegiality, while retaining
responsibility for the day-to-day oversight of the work of mission and ministry.
The Minister will be accountable to Knox, through the M&P Committee, for the
fulfillment of the functions outlined in this position description. The Minister is
accountable to Vancouver South Presbytery for support and collegiality. The Minister is
accountable to BC Conference for oversight and discipline.

Key Responsibilities:
Administration  Attends all Board, Worship, and Pastoral Care committee meetings. Serves as ex officio
member of all committees and attends as appropriate.
 Leads regular staff meetings and helps to facilitate good staff relations.
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Worship  Consults with the Worship Committee in worship preparation, including special services.
 Consults with music staff in selecting music for worship.
 Leads weekly Sunday worship, including a time for young people.
 Preaches during Sunday worships and at some special services.
 Celebrates the Sacraments.
 Encourages and supports lay leadership in worship.
 Conducts weddings and memorial/funeral services.
Leadership  Provides strong leadership to encourage and motivate people to share their gifts for
ministry in relation to Knox's Vision.
 Models collaboration, consultation and consensus building when working with staff, lay
leaders and congregants.
 Encourages open, healthy communication, and employs effective conflict resolution
strategies.
Pastoral Care  Mentors and supports a lay Pastoral Care Team.
 Encourages and facilitates a process to ensure pastoral care needs are met. In response
to visitation priorities determined in consultation with the Pastoral Care Team, visits
members of the congregation - especially those in crises, bereavement, or who are new
to the neighbourhood.
 Presides at monthly Tea Time Talk with the Minister.
 In consultation with the M&P Committee, provides pastoral care in the community
Provides individuals and families with appropriate referrals for situations beyond the
Minister’s skills and abilities.
Community Outreach and Social Justice  Supports local outreach events such as Community Lunch, Spiritual Spa, Healing Touch,
and First United Mission initiatives.
 Encourages lay leadership involvement in local and international social justice issues.
 Facilitates and promotes relationships with other community groups on site or in the
neighbourhood such as the preschool, Cubs and Brownies.
Stewardship  In partnership with the Church Board, encourages and educates on the exercise of
faithful stewardship.
Faith Formation and Christian Education  Serves as teacher, advisor and spiritual resource person for the congregation.
 Leads, facilitates or participates in adult study groups on Biblical / theological themes.
 Maintains involvement in intergenerational programs.
 Organizes &/or conducts confirmation classes.
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Denomination and Communities –
 Honours the organization, governance and policies of the United Church of Canada.
 Participates in the Vancouver South Presbytery, BC Conference, &/or General Council as
workload permits.
 Collaborates in planning projects with the Westside Churches Initiative.
 Represents the United Church in the larger community.
 Maintains an active connection with the wider church.
 Participates in ecumenical and multi-faith activities as possible and appropriate.
 Responds in appropriate ways to needs beyond the ministry in which they serve.
Continuing Education  Remains current in theology, ministerial practice, and local and world events.
 Pursues personal and professional goals by participating in continuing education and
professional conferences.
Self-Care  Collaborates with M&P Committee to set and meet goals for ongoing self-care by
maintaining a healthy balance of physical, emotional and spiritual activities, including
rest, recreation and professional development.

Experience and Competencies:
Required  Deep faith in the Good News of the Gospel, with Jesus leading ‘the Way’
 Strong preaching, teaching and leadership skills
 Deep theological knowledge of the Bible
 Experience supporting a congregation journeying through change
 Effective communicator, and experienced in consensus building and conflict resolution
 Strong interpersonal and relationship-building skills; able to relate well with people of
diverse age groups and cultural backgrounds
 Committed to working collaboratively with staff and lay leadership
 Comfortable with technology; able to learn new systems as needed
 Excellent time management skills.
Significant Assets  A deep appreciation for (&/or an ability in) music
 Prior experience in an eldering community (or related training)
 Training in conflict resolution &/or effective communication principles.
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Appendix 1 –
Demographic information – Knox’s Neighbourhood (“Service Area”) from Environics Report
commissioned 2013

(Vancouver)

(Vancouver)
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(Vancouver)

(Vancouver)
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